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Abstract: Spatial proximity matters for a range of managerial and  
marketing-related phenomena and its use as an independent variable seems 
innocuous. However, building on recent advances in the contextual distance 
literature in international management, we argue that analyses involving spatial 
proximity can be far more intricate than commonly realised. The problem  
is the statistical biases that can be caused by location-identification, which 
refers to proximity measures’ tendency to correlate with locations in a  
sample and thus partially capture location-specific effects when included in 
regression models. Empirical evidence confirms that spatial proximity 
measures are also prone to location-identification. Further evidence 
demonstrates how location-identification matters for spatial proximity research 
because it can bias the estimated relationship between spatial proximity and the 
phenomenon studied. Our main contribution is to show the relevance of 
location-identification threatening the validity of spatial proximity studies that 
are common in international marketing and in management studies more 
broadly. Export managers are also advised to be wary of conflating  
distance-driven influences on their firms with effects genuinely due to location 
factors. 

Keywords: location effects; spatial proximity effects; distance-location 
conflation; distance-location correlations; pure-distance approach; fixed-effects 
approach. 
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1 Introduction 

Researchers in international marketing and management commonly estimate regression 
models in which variation in some variable is explained by variation in a measure of 
spatial proximity. This paper considers confounding variables that can correlate with 
distance and undermine the validity of estimated effects of spatial proximity. Spatial 
proximity has been linked to a range of phenomena in marketing and management (e.g., 
Cannon and Homburg, 2001; Funk, 2014; Knoben and Oerlemans, 2006; Ragozzino and 
Reuer, 2011; Todri et al., 2022). However, for international marketing and management, 
spatial proximity is quintessential (Ghemawat, 2016). Spatial proximity refers to how the 
locations of two units are placed relative to each other. In empirical research, a variety of 
measures is used for operationalising the concept of spatial proximity. However, most 
studies in marketing and other management fields consider a measure of geographic 
distance.1 

Empirically, studies of how spatial proximity matters for international marketing and 
management involve estimating a regression model with geographic distance between 
pairs of locations (e.g., home- and host country dyads) as the explanatory variable. This 
approach is standard and seems innocuous. Nevertheless, recent methodological critique 
of empirical studies of the effects of cross-national cultural and institutional distance give 
reason to pause and consider the use of spatial proximity as an independent variable as 
well. In a nutshell, the critique is that measured cultural and institutional distance 
correlate strongly with home and host countries’ cultural and institutional profiles, which 
biases estimated effects of these contextual distances (e.g., Brouthers et al., 2016; Van 
Hoorn and Maseland, 2014, 2016). The underlying mechanism is that cultural and 
institutional distance are measured using countries’ cultural and institutional profiles, 
which is problematic when the sample considered comprises only one home country or 
only one host country. In such a scenario, there will automatically be a strong correlation 
between the two types of constructs, countries’ cultural or institutional profiles on the one 
hand and cultural or institutional distance between countries on the other. By 
construction, the above critique is distinctive to contextual distance measures involving 
so-called difference scores for countries’ contexts for doing business, particularly cultural 
and institutional distance (Beugelsdijk et al., 2017; Brouthers et al, 2016). However, a 
recent extension of this critique by Van Hoorn (2020) could imply that a similar problem 
occurs when considering spatial proximity as well. The issue raised by Van Hoorn (2020) 
is that contextual distance metrics may not only correlate with observable country-
specific contextual factors such as national culture or institutions but also with country or 
location itself. Distance indicators are argued to have the ability to identify specific 
countries in a sample, what Van Hoorn (2020) refers to as ‘location-identification.’ 
Hence, cross-national distance indicators can partly capture the confounding influence of 
any country-specific factor when used as an independent variable. 

If geographic distance is also prone to location-identification, this can have important 
implications for empirical spatial proximity research. As an example, consider a designer 
clothing chain with its head office located in downtown São Paulo that owns several 
stores also located in downtown São Paulo. The chain has recently opened a branch in 
Buenos Aires, but this branch is performing poorly. Senior management attributes this  
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poor performance to the difficulties of managing an establishment that is not close to the 
head office. If senior management is correct, this would be a genuine effect of spatial 
proximity. However, it could also be that this poor performance is due to demand for 
designer clothing in Buenos Aires being lower than in downtown São Paulo. If so, this 
would be a location-specific effect that is distinct from and should not be conflated with 
spatial proximity effects. In particular, the two types of challenges, distance-driven vs. 
location-driven, would require different managerial responses. Distance-driven 
challenges, for example, may involve communication difficulties that could be mitigated 
through revised communication protocols and additional ICT support. These solutions, 
however, do nothing to address a lack of local demand for designer clothing. When a 
measure of spatial proximity partly captures location-specific influences, we can never be 
sure what effect or effects are reflected in the estimated coefficient for this spatial 
proximity measure. 

This paper seeks to address two related issues. The first is whether, in addition to 
measures of cross-national contextual distance, measures of spatial proximity  
also correlate with country (i.e., whether these measures are also prone to  
location-identification). Following our theoretical and empirical evidence on this first 
issue, the second issue that we take up concerns the occurrence of biases in the estimated 
effect of spatial proximity because of such location-identification. 

In the next section we continue with an explanation of the theoretical mechanism of 
how measures of spatial proximity might be able to provide partial identification of one 
or more locations in a sample. In this section we also analyse large, publicly available 
datasets to present evidence on the degree to which measured spatial proximity, 
particularly geographic distance, indeed correlates with and partially identifies locations 
in real-world samples. In the third section, we discuss and illustrate empirically how 
location-identification can bias the estimates for regression models that include 
geographic distance as an independent variable. We end with a brief discussion and 
concluding remarks concerning the future use of spatial proximity as an independent 
variable, not just in international marketing and international management but in all fields 
of management research for which spatial proximity is relevant. Section 2  
includes a conceptual and rather abstract explanation of the mechanism driving  
location-identification. Section 3.1 similarly provides a technical discussion of the 
potential for biases in estimated distance effects. Readers that are less interested in such 
details may skip one of or both these sections. Instead, they can only gauge the empirical 
results presented in Tables 1–4 or move forward to Section 3.2. They may even skip 
Sections 2 and 3 altogether, moving straight to the discussion and recommendations that 
we present in Sections 4 and 5. 

2 Spatial proximity and partial identification of country locations in 
samples 

2.1 Theoretical background 

How might measures of spatial proximity or geographic distance be able to identify 
locations in a sample? Van Hoorn (2020) makes the claim that cross-national distance 
indicators partially identify locations in the context of home-host country difference 
scores that collapse contextual dissimilarities into a single, one-dimensional contextual 
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distance index. This collapsing is quite common in international marketing and 
international management but naturally raises concerns about standard floor and ceiling 
effects (see Cramer and Howitt, 2004 and Everitt, 2002 for textbook discussions). In  
one-dimensional space, distance measured as a home-host country contextual difference 
score can have only two directions, ‘up’ or ‘down.’ From a fixed point of origin, distance 
can therefore only go towards two possible locations, one location that is ‘below’ the 
point of origin and one location that is ‘above’ the point of origin. Having to predict the 
destination of where a given amount of contextual distance will take you, you would thus 
automatically be correct at least 50% of the time. Moreover, this percentage increases 
drastically when countries or locations are located at the extremes of the distribution or 
scale. For such countries, distances, particularly large distances, can often go in only one 
direction, thus providing almost exact identification of the countries involved (see Panel 
b of Figure 1 in Van Hoorn, 2020 for a graphical illustration). Geographic distance, in 
contrast, is fundamentally two-dimensional, implying that it can unfold in an infinite 
number of directions.2 Hence, it could be that spatial proximity is much less prone to 
location-identification. 

Nevertheless, digging deeper, we find that Van Hoorn’s (2020) argument on how 
measured cross-national contextual distance can partially identify countries or locations 
likely applies to two-dimensional geographic distance as well. Underlying Van Hoorn’s 
(2020) argument is the idea that location-identification occurs whenever one or more 
locations in a sample have such a unique association with measured distance to/from 
these locations that measured distance partly identifies these locations. This, in turn, 
happens when locations are not placed perfectly randomly in the relevant space. This 
space can be a one-dimensional space, which is the setting for Van Hoorn’s (2020) 
analysis. However, a priori there seems little reason to assume that the relevant space 
must be one-dimensional and cannot be multidimensional. Similarly, there does not seem 
to be anything in Van Hoorn’s (2020) argument that stipulates that the distance measure 
considered should concern a difference score. 

When there is much randomness in the way locations are spread in a given space, 
there is no systematic relationship between a location and the distance or proximity of 
this location to the other locations in a sample. When the locations in a sample are not 
placed purely randomly in space, in contrast, variation in measured proximity will 
automatically be specific to one or more locations in the sample. It thereby does not 
necessarily matter whether this non-randomness occurs in one-dimensional space or in 
two-dimensional space. Instead, the relevant issue is whether there is sufficient  
non-randomness to ensure that there is a location in the sample that distinguishes itself 
from the other locations in the sample because the average proximity to/from this 
location is either much larger or much smaller than the average proximity among the 
other locations in the sample. Figure 1 graphically illustrates location-specific variation in 
spatial proximity with locations placed in two-dimensional geographical space, which 
contrasts with Van Hoorn’s (2020, p.3) illustration of non-randomness in  
one-dimensional space. Although Locations 1-8 are scattered reasonably randomly in 
geographical space, Location 9 is a clear outlier location, suggesting that in this scenario 
measured spatial proximity correlates with and is able to identify Location 9 in particular. 

In the real world, locations for instance the home and host countries in which 
multinational firms are active are not necessarily placed randomly in geographical space. 
Implication is that measured proximity does not only inform us about the actual 
proximity between sets of locations but also has the ability to partially identify specific 
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locations in a sample. An example is Location 9 in Figure 1. Such location-identification, 
in turn, means that measured proximity can partly capture location-specific effects, e.g., 
lack of demand for designer clothing in a location or other such location-specific 
influences when used as an independent variable in a regression model. 

Figure 1 An example of a location (L9) and the uniqueness of its proximity to the other locations 
in a sample (L1-l8) in a two-dimensional space that is akin to geographical space 
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2.2 Empirical evidence on location-specific variation in spatial proximity and 
location-identification 

To what extent does measured spatial proximity indeed correlate with locations in  
real-world samples? The main answer to this question comes from an analysis that 
assesses the percentage of total variation in measured spatial proximity that is location-
specific. This analysis involves estimating the variance explained for a model with 
measured spatial proximity as the dependent variable and origin and destination location 
fixed effects as predictor variables. Values of 0% or 100% for variance explained thereby 
imply no correlation between proximity and location (0%) and a perfect correlation 
between proximity and location respectively (100%). However, to be complete, we also 
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provide a direct assessment of measured spatial proximity’s ability to differentiate 
between locations in a sample. This latter analysis involves estimating multinomial 
models with country as the categorical dependent variable and measured spatial 
proximity as the independent variable. The corresponding statistical test is whether 
spatial proximity (statistically) significantly predicts these countries. Since proximity is a 
characteristic of two locations relative to each other, two multinomial models are 
estimated for each sample considered, one with origin locations and one with destination 
locations as the dependent variable. However, for the empirical analysis Table 1, we have 
samples that are balanced and comprise the same origin and destination countries. Hence, 
multinomial estimation results are the same for both origins and destinations. 

Rows 1 and 2 of Table 1 present results and descriptive statistics for two measures of 
spatial proximity concerning the majority of countries in the world. Inclusion of nearly all 
countries in the world results in samples of 217 and 227 origin/destination countries and 
46,872 and 51,302 country dyads respectively. Results indicate that location-specific 
variation in spatial proximity is never trivial and that location fixed effects may account 
for a substantial amount of differences in measured spatial proximity (Column 2). Hence, 
it seems that measures of spatial proximity correlate significantly with location. 
Similarly, multinomial results indicate that measures of spatial proximity significantly 
predict location and are thus quite able to differentiate between locations in a sample 
(Column 5). 

At the same time, there is noticeable heterogeneity between the measures and samples 
analysed. Partly, this heterogeneity likely reflects the different nature of the two 
proximity measures considered. However, sample composition also matters, as illustrated 
by results for geographic distance presented in Rows 3 and 4 of Table 1. The results in 
Rows 3 and 4 concern geographic distance and therefore compare to results presented in 
Row 1, except that they pertain to different samples. However, this influence of sample 
composition does not detract from the main conclusion that we draw from the empirical 
evidence in Table 1. This conclusion is that location-identification does not only occur 
when considering the kind of dyadic distance metrics studied mostly by international 
marketing and international management researchers (contextual difference scores such 
as cultural or institutional distance; Van Hoorn, 2020) but also when considering ‘plain’ 
spatial proximity. 

Rows 1 and 2 of Table 1 present results and descriptive statistics for two measures of 
spatial proximity concerning the majority of countries in the world. Inclusion of nearly all 
countries in the world results in samples of 217 and 227 origin/destination countries and 
46,872 and 51,302 country dyads respectively. Results indicate that location-specific 
variation in spatial proximity is never trivial and that location fixed effects may account 
for a substantial amount of differences in measured spatial proximity (Column 2). Hence, 
it seems that measures of spatial proximity correlate significantly with location. 
Similarly, multinomial results indicate that measures of spatial proximity significantly 
predict location and are thus quite able to differentiate between locations in a sample 
(Column 5). 
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Table 1 Location-specific variation in spatial proximity and partial identification of locations 

Column 1: 
Measure of 
spatial 
proximity (kms) 

Column 2: % 
variation in 

spatial 
proximity that is  
location-specific 

Column 3: 
Number of 

origin/ 
destination 
locations 

Column 4: 
Mean, SD, 
and sample 

size 

Column 5: Statistical 
fit of multinomial 

model with origin or 
destination location 

as categorical 
dependent variable 

and proximity as the 
independent variable 

1 Geographic 
distance 

32.11% (95% 
CI: 31.13, 
33.09%) 

No = Nd = 217 8,443 
(SD = 4,654) 
[n = 46,872 

country dyads 
(= 2172–217)] 

p = 0.0000 (Pseudo 
R2 = 0.0157) 

2 Sea 
distance 

20.29% (95% 
CI: 19.55, 
21.04%) 

No = Nd = 227 10,482 (SD = 
5,431) [n = 

51,302 
country dyads 
(= 2272–227)] 

p = 0.0000 (Pseudo 
R2 = 0.0097) 

3 Geographic 
distance, 
countries on 
American 
continent 
only 

67.14% (95% 
CI: 62.44, 
71.84%) 

No = Nd = 48 3,086 (SD = 
2,148) [n = 

2,256 country 
dyads  

(= 482–48)] 

p = 0.0000 (Pseudo 
R2 = 0.0434) 

4 Geographic 
distance, 
countries on 
European 
continent 
only 

53.52% (95% 
CI: 48.28, 
58.77%) 

No = Nd = 37 1,589 
(SD=850) [n 

= 1,332 
country dyads 
(= 372 – 37)] 

p = 0.0000 (Pseudo 
R2 = 0.0385) 

Notes: Results for Column 2 are obtained with spatial proximity as the dependent 
variable and country fixed effects as the independent. The 95%CIs for the 
percentage location-specific variation in spatial proximity provide a statistical test 
of the joint significance of these country fixed effects and are obtained using 
bootstrapping with 10,000 repetitions. The p-values in Column 5 are for a 
likelihood ratio test that tests the likelihood of obtaining a particular positive or 
negative estimate for the explanatory variable (distance) even though the actual 
coefficient is zero. The measure of geographic distance (Rows 1, 3 and 4) refers to 
a weighted distance measure that takes into account the geographical distribution 
of the population within each country. 

Source: Data are from the CEPII GeoDist database (Mayer and Zignago, 
2011). The measure of sea distance (or bilateral maritime distance) 
(Row 2) comes from the CERDI-seadistance database (Bertoli et al., 
2016). Samples exclude cases where ‘origin’ and ‘destination’ 
locations are the same. A replication package and complete 
estimation results are available on request. 
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At the same time, there is noticeable heterogeneity between the measures and samples 
analysed. Partly, this heterogeneity likely reflects the different nature of the two 
proximity measures considered. However, sample composition also matters, as illustrated 
by results for geographic distance presented in Rows 3 and 4 of Table 1. The results in 
Rows 3 and 4 concern geographic distance and therefore compare to results presented in 
Row 1, except that they pertain to different samples. However, this influence of sample 
composition does not detract from the main conclusion that we draw from the empirical 
evidence in Table 1. This conclusion is that location-identification does not only occur 
when considering the kind of dyadic distance metrics studied mostly by international 
marketing and international management researchers (contextual difference scores such 
as cultural or institutional distance; Van Hoorn, 2020) but also when considering ‘plain’ 
spatial proximity. 

3 Statistical biases when using spatial proximity as an independent 
variable 

The previous section considered the possible occurrence of location-identification and 
hence the potential for spatial proximity to capture location-specific effects when used as 
an independent variable. However, more directly relevant for researchers is the question 
how location-identification ends up affecting empirical analyses that include spatial 
proximity as an independent variable. In the first part of this section we present a 
conceptual answer to this question. In the second part, we present four empirical 
examples that illustrate how location-identification matters for spatial proximity studies 
in (international) marketing and management because it can bias the estimates for 
regression models that include spatial proximity as an independent variable. 

3.1 Location-identification, correlated measurement error, and genuine 
proximity effects 

In line with Van Hoorn (2020), we find that the generic answer to the question posed 
above is that empirical proximity studies may suffer an endogeneity problem 
(Wooldridge, 2002). Most obviously, proximity’s tendency to correlate with location and 
therefore capture location-specific influences on the dependent variable means that we 
can never be sure what effect or effects are reflected in the estimated coefficient for a 
spatial proximity measure. An example is that what may seem like a genuine effect of 
geographic distance (e.g., on the performance of a branch of a designer clothing chain 
that is located far away from the chain’s head office) is in fact reflecting the influence of 
a location-specific factor (e.g., a lack of local demand for designer clothing). Because 
location fixed effects can capture all sorts of location-specific influences, including plain 
unobservable location-specific measurement error, it becomes rather difficult to ascertain 
whether found effects of spatial proximity represent genuine proximity effects or the 
confounding effect of location-specific influences. We may refer to this specific 
endogeneity (or omitted variables) problem as the location-identification problem. 

Formally, an endogeneity problem, which includes problems due to omitted variables, 
involves so-called correlated measurement error, which is to say that the chief 
independent variable in a regression model is measured with measurement error that 
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exhibits a certain degree of correlation with the error term of the regression model. 
Mathematically, we can write: 

0 1D = β  + β  I + e,e ~N(0,1),  (1a) 

where 

I = P + ρ × e, P ~ N(0,1).  (1b) 

In this basic model with an endogenous regressor, D denotes the dependent variable and I 
denotes the independent variable. However, the independent variable is measured with 
measurement error that exhibits a certain degree of correlation (ρ) with the error term of 
the regression model (e). The variable P (for proximity) represents the independent 
variable but without measurement error, while the term ~N(0,1) indicates that variables 
follow a standard normal distribution. 

In general, statistical biases due to correlated measurement error become more 
significant, the stronger the correlation ρ between the measurement error in the 
independent variable and the error term in the regression model. Similarly, the extent of 
statistical biases in empirical spatial proximity research are a function of:  

1 the strength of the correlation between spatial proximity (P) and location or country 

2 the strength of the correlation between the dependent variable of interest (D) and 
location. 

The stronger these two correlations are, the more we can expect that estimated 
coefficients for spatial proximity are biased. Vice versa, if one of these correlations is 
trivial, biases due to location-identification are also likely to be small. Estimates can 
thereby suffer an upward or a downward bias relative to the ‘true’ value. An upward bias, 
including an overestimation of true variance explained, occurs when the estimated 
relationship between spatial proximity and the dependent variable is partly driven by 
location-specific influences and therefore does not only reflect a genuine spatial 
proximity effect but (also) the effect of location-specific factors. A downward bias, 
including an underestimation of true variance explained, occurs when the location-
specific influences captured by the proximity measure go counter to the genuine spatial 
proximity effect. In this case, the two types of effects, a location-specific effect and the 
genuine spatial proximity effect, may (partially) cancel out, thus lowering the estimated 
effect of spatial proximity on a dependent variable. 

3.2 Empirical illustration of location-identification and (Un) biased empirical 
model estimates 

In the second part of this section we give empirical flesh to the above discussion. We do 
so by focusing on key phenomena involving international marketing and international 
management more broadly that might be affected both by spatial proximity and by 
location-specific influences and for which data are publicly available. We consider three 
phenomena and corresponding independent variables. For all three analyses the chief 
independent variable is the measure of geographic distance that we also analysed for 
Table 1. In addition, all three analyses follow the guideline of considering minimum 
seven ‘origin’ and seven ‘destination’ countries or 49 country dyads (Van Hoorn and 
Maseland, 2016; see, also, Franke and Richey, 2010). In fact, two out of three samples 
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that we study also meet Van Hoorn and Maseland’s (2016) stricter guideline of 
considering minimum 10 ‘origin’ and 10 ‘destination’ countries or 100 country dyads. 

3.2.1 Dependent variables, samples, and empirical approach 

3.2.1.1 Dependent variables 

The empirical illustration focuses on two main firm-level dependent variables involving 
the importance of different sources of information on new customers for foreign 
subsidiaries. The first of these variables concerns the importance of business associations 
as potential sources of information for a foreign subsidiary and the second concerns the 
importance of trade fairs. We consider these two variables because they speak to how 
multinational establishments go about marketing their products and engaging with 
customers in their host countries. Finally, to be complete, we also consider inward FDI as 
the dependent variable. The reasons are that FDI is an important entry mode (Budeva and 
Torres-Baumgarten, 2021) and that FDI was also studied in Van Hoorn’s (2020) critique 
of empirical cultural and institutional distance research. 

3.2.1.2 Samples and data sources3 

Data for the two firm-level dependent variables come from the 2005 wave of the 
Business Environment and Enterprise Performance Survey or BEEPS (EBRD, 2005), 
which is increasingly used in international marketing and management (Abumousa, 2018; 
Bertomeu, 2018). The BEEPS is organised by the World Bank and the European Bank 
for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD). It asked official representatives of 
establishments in more than 25 (transition) economies various questions about their 
environment for doing business and their establishment’s performance. We select the 
2005 wave because it is the most recent wave that included a survey item on foreign 
ownership of the establishment and also an item on the nationality of the foreign owner. 
As in Spencer and Gomez (2011), combining these two items enables us to identify home 
and host countries for (partially) foreign-owned establishments in the BEEPS dataset. 
The two dependents derive from the generic item asking respondents to rate the 
importance of different potential sources of information on new customers for their firm 
on a discrete scale that ranges from 1, ‘Not important’ to 5, ‘Extremely important.’ The 
item covers different potential sources, not least business associations and trade fairs as 
studied by us. Following standard definitions of multinational companies and FDI, we 
only consider establishments with minimum 10% foreign ownership. This renders 
samples of minimum 766 multinational establishments, comprising minimum 39 home 
and 28 host countries and at least 281 home-host country dyads. 

Data for inward FDI come from the OECD (2020) and refer to the percentage of a 
particular country’s total FDI stock that is in a particular destination country (among a 
group of eight possible destination countries). In contrast to Van Hoorn (2020), we 
consider FDI data for the year 2017 instead of 2018. The reason is that this renders a 
larger sample, comprising 279 observations or dyads of FDI coming from 36 possible 
‘origin’ countries and located in eight possible ‘destination’ countries. 

Since our interest is in potential statistical biases in the estimated relationships, we do 
not formulate hypotheses about the likely effect of geographic distance on the three 
dependent variables that we consider. However, following prior work on distance as a 
challenge to (multinational) firms (Zaheer, 1995), we expect that geographic distance 
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makes doing business abroad more difficult. Hence, we expect that as geographic 
distance increases, the importance of formal sources of customer information such as 
business associations or trade fairs increases as well, particularly compared to the 
importance of sources of information that are less formal such as family, friends or 
former employees. The underlying logic is that business association and trade fairs 
substitute for these other sources of information, which are more likely to reside in the 
firm’s home country and are likely less able to provide information on customers in a 
specific host country when their spatial proximity to this host country decreases. 
Similarly, we expect that the attractiveness of a host country decreases as geographic 
distance increases, meaning that geographic distance reduces inward FDI. 

3.2.1.3 Empirical approach 

To set a benchmark for judging possible biases caused by location-identification, we 
apply the two empirical approaches to overcoming the location-identification problem 
proposed by Van Hoorn (2020). The first approach is called the fixed-effects approach 
and involves inclusion of location fixed effects, i.e., dummies for destination and origin 
locations, as control variables. The rationale of this approach is that these added control 
variables capture any location-specific effects that would otherwise have been captured 
by spatial proximity (e.g., country-specific measurement error), thus rendering an 
unbiased estimate of effects genuinely due to spatial proximity.4 Van Hoorn’s (2020) 
second proposed approach involves creating a ‘pure’ proximity measure, meaning a 
proximity measure that is cleansed from location-specific influences. Implementation of 
this ‘pure-distance’ approach involves two steps. The first step is to estimate an OLS 
model with spatial proximity as the dependent variable and origin and destination 
location fixed effects as the independent variables and save the residuals. These residuals 
provide the corrected measure of proximity. The second step is to use this pure, corrected 
measure of spatial proximity instead of the raw, uncorrected measure. 5 By construction, 
using such a pure spatial proximity measure renders the same estimated coefficient for 
spatial proximity as obtained when adding location fixed effects as control variables (Van 
Hoorn, 2020). However, the use of a pure proximity measure retains the possibility of 
empirically considering substantive location-specific influences that are also of interest to 
many researchers and practitioners in the field, which is not possible when adding 
location fixed effects.6 Meanwhile, comparing results obtained using these two 
approaches to results obtained using an ordinary empirical model shows us the extent to 
which location-identification leads to biased estimates for the effect of spatial proximity 
on the selected dependent variables. 

3.2.2 Results 

Results confirm that location-identification causes a bias in the estimated relationship 
between geographic distance and different phenomena in international marketing and 
management. In case of the importance of business associations as a source of 
information on new customers, the baseline model that does not control for location-
specific influences suggests a strong, statistically highly significant positive effect of 
geographic distance on the importance of business associations (Table 2, Model 1). 
Estimated this way, geographic distance seems to account for some 1.9% of total 
variation in the importance of business associations. However, this estimate includes the 
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confounding influence of the location-specific effects captured by the uncorrected 
measure of geographic distance. Getting rid of these confounding influences, either by 
including location dummies (Model 3) or by using a pure proximity measure (Model 4), 
variance explained by geographic distance decreases substantially to about 0.09% 
(bottom row of Table 2). In addition, although the estimated coefficient for geographic 
distance remains positive, it is no longer statistically significant at usual levels (p > 0.1 
instead of p = 0.0000). 

Table 2 Illustration of possible statistical biases when using spatial proximity as an 
independent variable: evidence from the importance of business associations 

Dependent = 
Importance of 
business associations 
as potential source of 
information on new 
customers 

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 

Model 5 
(=Model 4 

bootstrapped 
with 10,000 
repetitions) 

Geographic distance 0.1393  0.1484   

[p = 0.0000]  [p = 0.2965]   

Pure, corrected 
geographic distance 

- - - 0.1484 0.1484 

   [p = 0.3815] [p = 0.3823] 

Location fixed 
effects included 

No Yes Yes No No 

No. of observations 918 918 918 918 918 

No. of dyads 315 315 315 315 315 

No. of host locations 28 28 28 28 28 

No. of home 
locations 

40 40 40 40 40 

R2 1.941% 12.59% 12.68% 0.091% 0.091% 

∆R2 due to 
geographic distance 

1.941% - 0.091% 0.091% 0.091% 

Notes: Table reports estimated coefficients (and robust p-values) for an OLS regression. 
The estimated models vary in two possible ways: 1) the independent variables 
included, only spatial proximity (Model 1), only country fixed effects (Model 2) 
or both spatial proximity and country fixed effects (Model 3); 2) the specific 
measure of spatial proximity used as an independent variable, pure corrected 
distance (Models 4 and 5) or raw geographic distance (Models 1 and 3). The pure, 
corrected measure of geographic distance refers to the residuals of a simple OLS 
regression with geographic distance as the continuous dependent variable and 
location fixed effects as the independent variables (see main text and Table S1 in 
the online supplement). Model 5 repeats Model 4 but uses bootstrapping to 
preempt possible biases caused by the fact that the pure indicator of geographic 
distance is constructed using regression analysis (see Note 5). 

Considering the importance of trade fairs as the dependent variable, we find a similar 
upward bias in the estimated effect of geographic distance Table 3. The naïve estimate 
(Model 6) indicates a reasonably strong relationship between geographic distance and the 
importance of trade fairs that is statically significant at usual levels (p < 0.05). As before, 
however, controlling for location-identification substantially reduces the amount of 
variance that is explained by geographic distance and renders estimates that are not 
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statistically significant at usual levels (Models 8 and 9). In general, even though the 
estimated coefficients for geographic distance do not change much in Tables 2 and 3, it 
seems that in these cases the estimated effects of raw, uncorrected geographic distance 
are picking up effects due to country location. Implication is that a seemingly reliably 
estimated effect of geographic distance is not a genuine distance effect but a location 
effect. 

Table 3 Illustration of possible statistical biases when using spatial proximity as an 
independent variable: evidence from the importance of trade fairs 

Dependent = 
Importance of 
trade fairs as 
potential source of 
information on new 
customers 

Model 6 Model 7 Model 8 Model 9 

Model 10 
(=Model 9 

bootstrapped 
with 10,000 
repetitions) 

Geographic 
distance 

0.0683  0.0811   

[p = 0.0318]  [p = 0.5655]   

Pure, corrected 
geographic 
distance 

   0.0811 0.0811 

   [p = 0.6353] [p = 0.6353] 

Location fixed 
effects included 

No Yes Yes No No 

No. of observations 914 914 914 914 914 

No. of dyads 313 313 313 313 313 

No. of host 
locations 

28 28 28 28 28 

No. of home 
locations 

40 40 40 40 40 

R2 0.467% 13.39% 13.42% 0.028% 0.028% 

∆R2 due to 
geographic 
distance 

0.467% - 0.028% 0.028% 0.028% 

Note: Table reports estimated coefficients (and robust p-values) for an OLS regression. 
The estimated models vary in two possible ways: 1) the independent variables 
included, only spatial proximity (Model 6), only country fixed effects (Model 7) 
or both spatial proximity and country fixed effects (Model 8); 2) the specific 
measure of spatial proximity used as an independent variable, pure corrected 
distance (Models 9 and 10) or raw geographic distance (Models 6 and 8). The 
pure, corrected measure of geographic distance refers to the residuals of a simple 
OLS regression with geographic distance as the continuous dependent variable 
and location fixed effects as the independent variables (see main text and Table S2 
in the online supplement). Model 10 repeats Model 9 but uses bootstrapping to 
preempt possible biases caused by the fact that the pure indicator of geographic 
distance is constructed using regression analysis (see Note 5). 

Interestingly, results indicate that location-identification does not cause an upward but a 
downward bias in the estimated effect of geographic distance on inward FDI stocks  
Table 4. In our sample, geographic distance has a negative effect on inward FDI  
(Model 11) and this effect becomes more strongly negative when taking into account that 
geographic distance correlates with location and partly captures location-specific effects 
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(Models 13 and 14). According to the naïve, baseline estimate, geographic distance 
accounts for some 2.7% of total variation in inward FDI (Model 11). However, this 
estimate includes the confounding influence of the location-specific effects captured by 
the uncorrected measure of geographic distance. Getting rid of these confounding 
influences, variance explained by geographic distance increases more than twofold to 
about 6.3% (Models 13 and 14). Hence, it seems that in this case the estimated 
relationship between raw, uncorrected geographic distance and FDI is capturing two 
opposing influences that have a net effect on inward FDI that is also negative but smaller 
than the ‘true’ negative effect of geographic distance on inward FDI. 

Table 4 Illustration of possible statistical biases when using spatial proximity as an 
independent variable: evidence from inward FDI 

Dependent = Inward 
FDI stock 

Model 11 Model 
12 

Model 13 Model 14 

Model 15 
(=Model 14 
bootstrapped 
with 10,000 
repetitions) 

Geographic distance –0.1667  –0.4381   

[p = 0.0028]  [p = 0.0031]   

Pure, corrected 
geographic distance 

– – - –0.4381 –0.4381 

   [p = 
0.0087] 

[p = 0.0080] 

Location fixed effects 
included 

No Yes Yes No No 

No. of 
observations/dyads 

279 279 279 279 279 

No. of destination 
locations 

8 8 8 8 8 

No. of origin 
locations 

36 36 36 36 36 

R2 2.719% 38.12% 44.42% 6.298% 6.298% 

∆R2 due to 
geographic distance 

2.719% – 6.298% 6.298% 6.298% 

Notes: Table reports estimated coefficients (and robust p-values) for an OLS regression. 
The pure, corrected measure of geographic distance refers to the residuals of a 
simple OLS regression with geographic distance as the continuous dependent 
variable and location fixed effects as the independent variables (see main text and 
Table S3 in the online supplement). Model 15 repeats Model 14 but uses 
bootstrapping to preempt possible biases caused by the fact that the pure indicator 
of geographic distance is constructed using regression analysis (see Note 5). 

3.2.3 Discussion of the empirical results on location-identification and 
(Un)biased estimates 

Of course, the above results do not prove that every analysis using spatial proximity as an 
independent variable is biased. Together, however, these results provide a clear 
illustration of how location-identification can introduce important upward or downward 
biases in estimated effects of spatial proximity. Hence, the conclusion that using spatial 
proximity as an independent variable is not as innocuous as it may seem. 
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We should also note, though, that the bias caused by location-identification may 
partly be addressed by controlling for observable location factors. Country-level 
examples of such observable location factors include measures of gross domestic product 
(GDP) per capita, investment regulations, institutional quality, et cetera. When it comes 
to empirical model specification, researchers typically have good theoretical reason to 
assume that certain location characteristics affect the dependent variable of interest and 
may bias the estimated distance effect if they are not controlled for.7 Unfortunately, 
however, inclusion of observable confounders such as per-capita GDP is unlikely to get 
rid of biases caused by unmeasurable and unobserved location-specific confounders 
captured by distance, not least of which is random, location-specific measurement error. 
In fact, the power of including location fixed effects is precisely that they capture the 
influence of location-specific factors that are inherently unmeasurable. Hence, even when 
there is grounds for thinking that a specific set of observable country-level control 
variables will eliminate all biases due to location-identification, we would still need the 
fixed-effects or pure-distance approaches to check whether this is indeed the case. 
Specifically, these two approaches provide the benchmark of unbiased estimates against 
which estimates obtained using models that only control for observable country-level 
confounders need to be validated. 

4 Discussion 

Spatial proximity has been linked to a wide range of important phenomena, not just in 
international marketing and management but also in other fields of business and 
management research. However, drawing on recent insights from the literature on 
contextual distance in international management (Brouthers et al., 2016; Van Hoorn, 
2020), this paper finds that the use of spatial proximity as an independent variable in 
empirical analyses is subject to a little recognised but critical challenge. This challenge is 
that, in real-world samples, variation in measured spatial proximity often comprises 
significant amounts of variation that is specific to the locations in the sample.  
Location-specific variation in turn means that spatial proximity correlates with location, 
thus partly capturing location-specific effects and causing biased model estimates when 
used as an independent variable. This confounding effect is particularly relevant for 
export managers or managers of MNEs. Properly managing firms’ international 
endeavors requires being able to identify whether challenges that firms face are driven by 
geographic distance or by location-specific factors. 

Two main objections to this paper are that it lacks academic relevance and the 
potential for multicollinearity when adding country or location fixed effects as control 
variables. Concerning the issue of relevance the objection would be twofold. On the one 
hand it would be that the international marketing and international management literature 
does not have much interest in spatial proximity, preferring analyses of cultural and 
institutional distance instead. On the other hand, it would be that present-day distance 
studies in (international) management already rely on panel data and control for country 
or location fixed effects as a matter of course, rendering the location-identification 
problem mute. In response, we note that new papers focusing on spatial proximity are 
still being published and that many (international) marketing and management studies do 
consider spatial proximity (even if only as a control variable). Similarly, we note that 
whereas some recent distance studies include country fixed effects, panel data remain 
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scarce and this practice is still far from standard. In addition, we note that spatial 
proximity is considered in many fields of research, not just international marketing or 
international management. Finally, we note that spatial proximity’s ability to capture 
location-specific effects does not only have implications for the design of future studies 
but also affects our understanding of existing studies. In particular, we need to recognise 
that prior studies may lack location-level control variables needed to ensure that 
empirical results found are not biased or even spurious. Hence, some prior distance 
studies are in fact less valid empirically than they may have seemed in the past. 

Concerning the issue of multicollinearity we would point particularly to Lindner  
et al.’s (2020) recent work, which dispels various myths about multicollinearity in 
(international) management research. Most importantly, multicollinearity does not 
involve a statistical bias of any sort. Instead, multicollinearity involves imprecise 
estimates (i.e., high standard errors and thus high p-values) that are in turn caused by a 
lack of variation in the sample. In short, collinearity between variables means that it 
becomes more difficult to estimate the effect of one variable independent from the effect 
of another, correlated variable. The essential solution to this problem is the collection of 
additional data, which is why several standard statistics textbooks prefer speaking of  
so-called micronumerosity rather than of multicollinearity (see, e.g., Wooldridge, 2002). 
Excluding control variables that are collinear with the independent variable of interest, in 
contrast, is not a viable solution. The reason is simply that removing (a) variable(s) from 
a properly specified empirical model causes a bias in the estimated coefficients for this 
model (Lindner et al., 2020; Wooldridge, 2002). 

5 Recommendation and concluding remarks 

Based on the findings from this study, our generic recommendation is that spatial 
proximity studies consider the possibility of location-identification and the resulting 
endogeneity problem as a matter of course. Practically, a first step is that researchers 
consider the extent to which variation in spatial proximity in their sample is location-
specific and correlates with origin or destination location. As illustrated by the evidence 
presented in this paper, location-identification is not uncommon. Hence, testing for 
location-specific variation or estimating multinomial models with location as the 
dependent variable provides a means to identify a potential threat to the validity of 
estimated effects of spatial proximity found later on. If results of Step 1 give cause for 
concern, Step 2 involves taking action to reduce statistical biases due to  
location-identification and thus improve the validity of found effects of spatial proximity. 
The generic solution to the endogeneity problem that may be caused by  
location-identification is finding an appropriate way of dealing with correlated 
measurement error. Statistics textbooks discuss several standard solutions (see, for 
example, Wooldridge, 2002). However, in case of spatial proximity and  
location-identification, we know exactly what the measurement error is namely that 
measured proximity correlates with location. Hence, we recommend using one of the 
standard approaches in the literature (include dummy variables to control for location 
fixed effects [the fixed-effects approach] or use pure spatial proximity measures that are 
cleansed from confounding location effects [the pure-distance approach]). 

Overall, we are far from pessimistic about the future for spatial proximity studies in 
(international) management research. Location-identification may seem challenging but 
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different solutions to this challenge exist and these can be implemented relatively 
straightforwardly. At the same time, we call for further research on location-identification 
and possible conflation of distance effects with location effects. This paper has focused 
on a specific type of spatial proximity studies involving clearly defined home and host 
locations and associated dyads. This type of spatial proximity studies is dominant in the 
literature. However, there is also an increasing number of studies that does not consider 
distance per se but so-called ‘added distance’ (e.g., Hendriks, 2020; Hutzschenreuter  
et al., 2014; Schu and Morschett, 2017). Distance as considered in this paper revolves 
around origin-destination location dyads and the distance between the origin and the 
destination location that together form a dyad. Added distance, in contrast, revolves 
around firms and their portfolio of cross-border value-added activities. Added distance 
can thereby be defined as the distance that is added when a firm expands its foreign 
activities beyond its most distant existing foreign activity. Added distance is thus not 
defined by two locations in the same way that distance is. This difference, in turn, could 
mean that empirical added distance studies are less vulnerable to conflating effects of 
distance, specifically of added distance, with effects due to the specific foreign locations 
in which a firm is active. Hence, an interesting avenue for future research is to assess how 
controlling for (unmeasurable) location-specific factors affects estimates of the effect of 
added distance on various phenomena of interest. We further find that all the work  
so far has focused on objective distance indicators and has disregarded subjective or 
perception-based distance indicators. Psychic distance, however, is a quintessential 
construct in international marketing and management (Szylit and Botelho, 2017). Hence, 
we think that is also very worthwhile to check for the occurrence and extent of statistical 
biases in empirical studies that use this construct. 
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Notes 

1 Other intuitive operationalisations of the theoretical construct of spatial proximity include 
such measures as road distance, air distance, or the travel time between two locations. When 
considering the concept of distance or proximity, international marketing and management 
researchers also often consider non-geographical types of distance such as cultural distance. 

2 Figure S1 in the online supplement illustrates how distance in two-dimensional (geographical) 
space can have infinite directions whereas difference scores or distance in one-dimensional 
space can have only two directions. Figure S2 illustrates how large distances in  
one-dimensional space that start from a location close to the extreme of the distribution can 
only go in one direction, thus providing a close-to-exact identification of the origin and 
destination locations involved. 

3 The online supplement presents details and descriptive statistics for the three samples  
(Tables S1–S3 in Sections S2–S4). 

4 In terms of equations (1a) and (1b), adding location dummies or fixed effects overcomes the 
location-identification problem because it changes the regression model in equation (1a) in 
such a way that it has a new error term, eN, that, unlike the original error term (e), no longer 
correlates with the independent variable I: D = 0 + 1I + L + eN and corr(I, eN) = 0 (where L 
denotes location fixed effects). 

5 Preempting possible biases, it could be useful to use standard bootstrapping techniques when 
estimating empirical models that include a corrected measure of spatial proximity. In terms of 
Eqs. 1a and 1b, the pure-distance approach overcomes the location-identification problem 
because it results in a new independent variable, IN, that, unlike the original independent 
variable (I), is no longer correlated with the error term (e) of the regression model in equation 
equation (1a) D = 0 + 1IN + e and corr(IN, e) = 0. 

6 Of course, longitudinal data would make it possible to estimate models that control for origin 
and destination location fixed effects while also considering the influence of time-varying 
location-specific factors. In fact, this is textbook practice in the economics literature 
estimating so-called gravity equations, for instance, for longitudinal data on bilateral trade 
flows (Feenstra, 2004). Countries differ from each other in a variety of dimensions and quite a 
few of these dimensions may affect economic interactions between these countries. 
Controlling for location fixed effects helps make sure that gravity equations capture genuine 
effects of geographical distance and not the influence of such factors as the population size of 
a country or the size of its national income (e.g., Head and Mayer, 2014). Longitudinal data, 
however, are much rarer in international marketing and management research than  
cross-sectional data are (see Budeva and Mullen, 2016 for an interesting exception). 

7 To be sure, inclusion of, say, host-country per-capita GDP only affects the estimated 
coefficient for distance if host-country per-capita GDP correlates both with distance and with 
the dependent variable (see, also, the discussion on correlated measurement error in  
Section 3.1). On the other hand, if host-country per-capita GDP solely correlates with the 
dependent variable, there is no statistical reason for including it as a control variable. As 
discussed extensively in the methods literature (see, e.g., Becker, 2005), in this latter scenario, 
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inclusion of host-country per-capita GDP will improve model fit but does not reduce statistical 
biases nor affect the estimated distance coefficient. At the same time, controlling for host-
location observables of course does not help addressing biases caused by home-location 
observables that correlate with both distance and the dependent variable. Distance studies in 
international marketing and management often do not control for both home-location and  
host-location observables simultaneously, however. 


